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881
DOGS TREATED

1504
DOGS VACCINATED

851
DOGS STERILISED

31
DOGS ADOPTED

1677
EQUINE TREATMENT
CASES

10
EQUINES RESCUED

472
EQUINES VACCINATED
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2014 MESSAGE FROM THE FounderS

All creatures great and

small

In 2014 we at Animal Nepal took a ‘giant’ leap by including
working elephants in our programme. After stray dogs and
working equines, it was now the turn of these majestic animals
to receive some special attention.
While writing this preface, we like to express our deep
appreciation to our countless friends and volunteers, both
within and outside the country. Thanks to you Animal Nepal
this year was able to reach out to 2,385 dogs and 472 working
equines. We also published “An Elephant is Not a Machine”,
a survey into the welfare of safari elephants, providing us with
a foundation to campaign for improving the lives of private
sector working elephants.
Among the most visible successes of 2014 are:
• Signed an MOU with the municipality
• Build a new eco-friendly Donkey Sanctuary
• Campaigned against dog killing, elephant abuse
and Gadhimai Festival
• Introduced World Donkey Day to Nepal
• Improved our visibility in the media
In 2014 we completed the construction of a new ecofriendly
donkey sanctuary featuring a farm-like resort and education
center. Due to some unresolved issues with the local
community we have not been able to move the rescued
donkeys yet, but hope to do so soon.
We continued the Catch, Neuter, Vaccinate and Release
(CNVR) camps in villages in our working area, further reducing
the number of sufferings stray dogs. Thanks to the intense
education programmes for donkey owners and handlers, the
death rate of equines in brick factories in Lalitpur decreased
with 50 percent.
None of these achievements would have been possible
without our staff. Thanks all of you for your hard work! Last
but not least we want to thank our loyal international donors,
who helped us reach out to countless suffering creatures,
both great and small.
Thank you, everyone, for your ongoing trust, advice and
support. For the animals,
					
			
			
Pramada Shah, President
		
Lucia de Vries, Volunteer Director
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2014 MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Dear All,
At Animal Nepal our journey is challenging: at times
deeply frustrating and at times full of joy. We feel
frustrated when we are being scolded by people in
the community, or when despite our efforts residents
at our shelter don’t make it. We feel happy when a
sick or injured dog recovers, a badly treated donkey
comes back to life, or a tiny puppy gets adopted by
a nice family. These moments are a source of energy
which motivate us to move forward.
I would like to thank the team of Animal Nepal which
devotes day and night for the good cause. I also like
to thank our international partners and the countless
Nepalese supporters without whom we can't dream
to win the race.
With your support, we will continue to reach out to
as many needy animals as possible in the coming
days. We continue to trust your commitment and
valuable suggestions.
Finally, I like to express my delight at being part of
this 'animal family' and contribute my knowledge
to enhance the mission of Animal Nepal. Every little
step takes us closer to our goal: a life of dignity for
all creatures great and small.
				

Sincerely yours,
Uttam Kafle
Executive Director, Animal Nepal
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JANUARY 8- ANIMAL NEPAL RESCUED A
DROWNING EQUINE FROM KANTIPUR BF
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FEBRUARY 21- 100 DOGS WERE SPAYED
ON WORLD SPAY DAY AT SAURAHA

On the occasion of World Spay Day, Animal Nepal,
HART and Animal Rights Club (ARC) came together
with BaghmaraBufferzone Committee and four Sauraha
hotels to provide100 Sauraha dog with family planning.
Many other dogs were treated and vaccinated.

AN rescued a partially blind horse who had fallen
into a sewage. She was in danger of drowning if no
immediate action was taken. With the help of vets
and volunteers, the horse was lifted out of the sewage
and a quick medical check was conducted. She was
then taken to our Sanctuary where she received
emergency treatment.

March 8- Animal Nepal organized  
EQUINE HANDLERS WORKSHOP
March 17- Students helps build Eco 
friendly sanctuary at Badhikhel

Students from Little Angels School came together for
the construction of an Eco-friendly Donkey sanctuary
at Badhikhel, Godavari. The project was sponsered by
Briggette Bardot Foundation.

AN organised a motivational workshop for equine
owners of brick factories inLalitpur district. AN
organizes workshops for equine owners and handlers,
of whom 25% are children. Games involves creative
games, group participation and communication. A
blindfolding session gave an idea to equine owners
how difficult it is for blind equines to walk carrying
heavy loads. The programme was supported with a
team of volunteers from “Hands for Care”.

2014 IN WORDS AND IMAGES

March 29- Award ceremony held 
for equine owners of Lalitpur

March 15- Animal Nepal callS
for an investigation into
mahout killing AT SAURAHA

11

Top 3 equine owners were chosen by our vets
observations over the last two months and a detailed
ranking system based on AN’s Good Practices
document. NeejamKasghar from Champi Brick
Factory received third prize, second prize was given
to Mr.GanuKasghar from Bajra Brick and first prize
to Mr.MuktaarKasghar from R.M. Brick Factory. The
prizes were items like water filters, pressure cookers
and electric lights. After the award ceremony the
equine owners vowed to do even better next time and
treat their animals humanely, as part of their family.

April 26- Best Equine Handler 
awarded on World Veterinary Day

AN handed over Rs 2000 to Rahul Hindu from Tri
Shakti Brick factory for taking good care of ‘his’ mules
and donkeys. Rahul came first based on a list of
‘Good Practices’ which included proper feeding and
watering, sheltering, loading, as well as immediate
treatment and absence of beatings.

Animal Nepal and Elephant Aid International urged
the authorities and elephant owners’ cooperative
to conduct an independent investigation when
Safari elephant Champa Kali killed MahoutMotiLal
Chaudhary (50) on March 12 during public
bathing.“Mahouts are being killed on average every
two years. It is important to know what the factors are
behind the killing, and to rectify conditions in such a
way no mahout or tourist gets attacked in future,” say
representatives Lucia de Vries and Carol Buckley.

April 2- AN celebrateS animal and 
environment with first Monkey Mela

Animal Nepal organized a festival which celebrated
animals and the environment. The Mela promoted
green innovations which could be easily adopted at
home. The festival featured Animal Nepal’s ongoing
Garage Sale for a Better World, ‘up cycling’, workshops
for children, puppy adoption drive and Kathmandu’s
first ever Mongolian yurt.Under the guidance of Sony
KC and Coralie Muller, children learned to do some
up-cycling of their own, or practice zoomba dancing.
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May 17- AnimaL NEPAL called for 
an investigation into Sauraha Dog
Poisoning

May 8- WORLD DONKEY DAY
CELEBRATED WITH THE SLOGAN
“Donkeys Deserve Dignity”
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Animal welfare organisations together with a group
of 30 tourists and pet owners call for an independent
investigation into the poisoning of an estimated 40
dogs in Sauraha. One poisoned dog was found floating
in the Rapti river. A group of tourists has conducted
a memorial for the canine victims and started a
campaign on social media. The dogs were killed just
three months after Animal Nepal together with various
partners introduced humane dog management in
Sauraha.

June 14- “Chobar Rabies Free”
vaccinated 42 community dogs

As a part of an ongoing campaign by Animal Nepal
and local clubs, 42 community dogs was vaccinated at
the beautiful village of Chobar. Among the vaccinated
dogs two dogs were rescued and sent to Chobar
Animal shelter for further treatment.

Animal Nepal on World Donkey Day worshipped
some 25 donkeys at its sanctuary as well as Goddess
Shitala, who rides a donkey. She is one of the most
popular Hindu deities whose origin can be traced
back to the days of nature worship. During the event
Animal Nepal also handed out donkey saddles in
nearby brick factories. The improved saddles helped
to prevent body sores from the heavy loads.

July 24- Death rate among ‘brick 
donkeys’ went down with 50%

The death rate among ‘brick donkeys’ with 50% in
the first quarter of 2014 compared to 2013. Other
positive developments were the increase in the
use of horses and mules compared to donkeys
(respectively 35%, 42% and 20%; 3% of equines are
foals). Equine owners also started introducing carts
or buggies, pulled by strong horses and mules in
brick factories with a flat terrain and saddle wounds
was decreased and the equines’ general condition
improved.

2014 IN WORDS AND IMAGES

JULY - Small hands for a BIG cause
July- ANIAML NEPAL CELEBRATES JULY
AS Dog Adoption Month
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During Dog Adoption Month, Animal Nepal
promoted the adoption of puppies from its
Chobar Animal Sanctuary. Participants received
an adoption pack, including certificate, a cute belt
and a voucher for one year free treatment. Animal
Nepal also promoted that by adopting a local
breed, it reduces chances of animal abuse. When
buying a pure breed customers support one of the
many unmonitored puppy mills that exist in the
country. Animal Nepal aimed to stop puppy mills
and connect shelter dogs to loving homes.

AUGUST- ANIMAL NEPAL CELEBRATES
SUCCESS OF JULY ADOPTION MONTH

Animal Nepal celebrated the success of the adoption
month. Eight lucky puppies were adopted by loving
families. Among them were Chris Stromlund, Milan
Shrestha, Amrita Subedi, Tara Buddha Magar, Saral
Shrestha, Santosh KC and Hari Kumar Dhoju.

Students from Linclon School managed to raise funds
worth Rs. 5,300 and 17,500 respectively for needy
animals treated by Animal Nepal. The students were
happy to do something special to make a difference
in the lives of suffering animals. The students
collected the funds by making and selling notebooks
and organizing different events. They got together
to bake cookies and made notebooks from waste
paper. During the school carnival they sold second
hand clothes and chocolate chip cookies. The PreK
children even ran a restaurant for the good cause!

SEPT 28- Patan Durbar Square ‘rabies 
free zone’ on World Rabies Day 2014

On World Rabies Day 2014, Animal Nepal turned
the Square into a rabies free ‘zone’. The vaccination
camp aimed to vaccinate around 50 dogs. First locals
received education materials and information about
the rabies virus and the importance of vaccination.
When the team started at Krishna Mandir temple,
they found that the dogs were calm and peaceful,
which made the catching easy.
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OCTOBER 20- Animal Nepal worships 
rescued dogs during kukur tihar
OCTOBER- AnimaL NEPAL PARTICIPATED
IN HUMANE DOG MANAGEMENT CAMP AT
Bariyapur
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Animal Nepal participated in a humane dog
management camp to spread positive messages
regarding animal welfare in the Gadhimai festival
area. An ABC/AV (Animal Birth Control/ Anti-Rabies
Vaccination) Camp was held at Bariyaphat, Bara, with
the support of the local Livestock Office. The program
was sponsored by Humane Society International(HIS)
and coordinated by AWNN. The medical staff of
Animal Nepal and Himalayan Animal Rescue Trust
(HART) were able to spay 72 females and castrate 1
male. 105 dogs were given anti-rabies vaccines.

OCTOBER- Animal Nepal campaigns 
against birth control injections 
for pets

On the occasion of Kukur Tihar 2014, Animal
Nepal invited visitors to worship rescued dogs
at its Chobar Animal Sanctuary and make pet
toys from recycled materials. During this year’s
dog worship Animal Nepal expressed its concern
about unregulated dog breeding and the lack of
responsible pet ownership. The event started with
visitors offering their blessings to rescued dogs and
donkeys. And the participants were also invited to
make pet toys from recycled materials.

OCTOBER- ANIMAL NEPAL PUBLISHEs 
“An Elephant Is Not A Machine"
Animal
Nepal
published
the
important outcomes
of a detailed survey
AN
into the welfare
ELEPHANT
conditions of safari
IS NOT A
elephants in Sauraha,
MACHINE
Chitwan, called An
Elephant Is Not A
Machine. The survey
of 42 privately owned
‘safari elephant’ in
Sauraha learns that
their welfare is greatly
compromised. The
survey learns that
18% score sufficient
to fall in the category ‘Improving Conditions’;
82% of surveyed elephants live under ‘Unsuitable
Conditions’. No elephant qualifies for ‘Excellent
Conditions’. Welfare conditions fall short in many
areas the main being freedom of movement, shelter
conditions, nutrition, health and healthcare, safari
management, as well as mahout welfare.
A Survey into the Welfare of
Private Captive Elephants in
Sauraha, Chitwan National Park

Birth control injections, when used over a period of
years, increase chances of uterine disease, especially
pyometra, a very serious disease in females. The
uterus gets infected and slowly fills with puss.
One of signs is vaginal discharge, and by this time
immediate treatment is required to save the dog.
Hence, Animal Nepal strongly voiced against the use
of such injections.
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NOVEMBER- AnimaL NEPAL ExpresseS
concern over death of Two safari
elephants in Sauraha

NOVEMBER 3- Animal Nepal stANDS up 
against removal of dogs as SAARC
Summit approached
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Animal Nepal was deeply saddened by the death of
two safari elephants, both called Laxmi Kali. Both
elephants carried tourists into the jungle a few days
short of their passing. The safari elephants died
reportedly from digestive problems but basically lost
their lives to the systematic mismanagement that has
become a feature of Nepal’s elephant safari industry.
Animal Nepal also suggested that in order to save
human and elephant lives, and to improve the image of
the tourism industry, authorities and elephant owners
should cooperate to improve safari management at
the earliest.

November- Animal Nepal organizeS
a photo exibhition at Planet Nepal 3

Animal Nepal was able to make a remarkable
presence on the Planet Nepal 3, the festival of arts &
environment. The main aim of the participation was
to make people aware about the role of animals. It
was the exhibitions of portraits of animals from our
shelter, mostly by photographer and designer Nirmal
Rana, with their added voices. Like the one from
Laxmi Kali, whose voice was, “I am 70 years old
and still you want to ride me?” Animal Nepal also
sold cup cakes and T-shirts. The income went to the
elephant welfare project at Sauraha.

Animal Nepal today urged Kathmandu Municipality
to stop the removal of dogs from the streets before
the SAARC Summit. The welfare organisation said
the animals will suffer from hunger, and possibly
even turn into wild dogs. “Animal welfare has
become an integral part of society and humane dog
management is the only real solution,” said Animal
Nepal in a Letter to CEO Dhan Bahadur Shrestha
and Minister Prakash Man Singh. According to the
organisation, relocating dogs is not an option, as
dogs are territorial and have carved out their niche
on the street.

NOVEMBER 3- Municipality signS
MOU for humane dog population
management in Lalitpur

While the authorities tried hard to create a city
free of stray dogs with the arrival of the SAARC
Summit, animal activists across the country spoke
out for canines. Good news came from Lalitpur
Sub-Municipality when they officially decided to
support Animal Nepal in its humane dog population
management efforts rather than poisoning or
relocating them. The 8 point MOU was signed by
Lalitpur Sub-Municipality CEO Mr Tara Bahadur
Karki and Animal Nepal’s President Ms Pramada
Shah which consists of humane way of sterilizing
the dogs and their basic right to live.
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NOVEMBER- ANIMAL NEPAL CONDUCTS
3 days long CNVR camp
November- AnimaL NEPAL REQUESTS
the donation of old blankets for 
shelter dogs
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As stray dog often suffer from hair loss and malnutrition
and on top of that lack a home and a cosy shelter. Thus
Winter tends to be very difficult for them.  But with a
little bit of effort and kindness we can save a dog this
winter. The reason for which ANimal Nepal pleaded
for the donation of old blankets for their shelter dogs.

NOVEMBER- Animal Nepal receiveS
piles of blankets from animal 
lovers

In response to our plea, Animal Nepal received piles
of blankets and cloths from it's well wishers. Among
them were Nima Ghale and Jigme Gurung who
donated 4 blankets to the shelter. Other blankets
came from Pharping Monastry and from our star
volunteers Eva Manandar and Meena Khadka.

Animal Nepal conducted a CNVR-M camp, (Catch
Neuter Vaccinate Release-Monitor) in the period
November 21 till November 23 at its Chobar Animal
Sanctuary. As part of its ongoing humane dog
population programme, dogs were selected from
two core areas: Kirtipur (Tyanglaphat) and Gwarko.
The 3 days long camp sterilized and treated 65 dogs.
Besides community dogs we also welcomed some
pet dogs from other parts of Kirtipur and Kathmandu.
The expert team of veterinarians included Dr Sudip
Koirala, Dr Pranav Joshi, and Dr Atish Yadav whereas
Dr Sunil Thapa, Dr Shankar Sapkota, Dr Kshitiz
and Hari Krishna provided technical support to the
surgery.

DECEMBER 1- ANIMAL NEPAL LEADS
THE PROTEST “WE WILL NOT FORGET”
AGAINST GADHAMI FESTIVAL 2014

Despite the efforts of campaigners both within Nepal
and across the world, thousands of animals were
killed in the name of religion at Gadhimai festival. In
response to the cruelty, concerned citizens dressed
in black protested with banners and placards that
said ‘Why does the government remain silent?’, ‘We
deny to step on innocent blood!’ and ‘Stop Animal
Sacrifice’. The silent protest started from the
Hanumansthan, Anamnagar, and eventually turned
into a rally that passed various ministries.

2014 HUMANE DOG MANAGEMENT

OVERVIEW OF THE
TREATMENTS:
Humane Dog
management 2014
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2014 HUMANE DOG MANAGEMENT

Table 3- Quarterly distribution of the major treatment programs

Major Programs First Quarter
(Jan-March)
Sterilization
235
Treatment
84
Vaccination
327
Grand total
219

Second Quarter
(April-June)
116
95
287
382

Third Quarter
(July-Sept)
230
363
635
840

Figure 2- Figurative distribution of major treatment program in each Quarter

Fourth Quarter
(Oct-Dec)
270
349
205
824

Total
851
881
1,504
2265
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OUR SUCCESS STORIES
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2014 HUMANE DOG MANAGEMENT

Sundari, The blue eyed dog
Animal Nepal rescued Sundari from
Sundharighat in a very critical condition. She
suffered from advanced E-canis which caused
weight loss and severe weakness. She also
suffered from a bad mouth infection and had
become blind in one eye. We had no hope
that SUndari would make it. But after a month

long medication, Sundari slowly began
to revive. As soon as the infection in her
mouth subsided she started eating a lot and
totally overcame her disease like a miracle.
She was then adopted by SEA
Nepal children's home with two
other dogs and bunch of loving kids.

Anup, The fastest runner
Anup was a very brave pup rescued from
a car accident from Lalitpur. One of his
front leg was badly wounded. Anup front
leg had to be amputed . He was just a
pup when he went through such a major
surgery of amputation. After his surgery
Anup satyed with us at our shelter for few

months. We were really worried for him
as people rarely adopts a hapdicapped
dog. BUt finally we found an angel.
Anup along with Junu (another pup
from shelter) was adopted by Eriko
Yoshida. Now Anup lives a happy life
with his new mom! All thanks to Eriko!

Kalu, The lucky guy
Kalu, 8months old, male pup, was abused by
an elderly couple. Since Kalu kept pooping
and peeing inside the house & destroying
things he was beaten mercilessly. It was also
suspected that the owners tortured him with
electric shock. We found Kalu tied on the roof
up-close to the side wall under a hot scorching
sun which restricted his movement. When we

suggested the owners to get him a dog
trainer, they simply ignored by saying
they have NO TIME to do such things!
After concluding that they were not a
responsible owners we took Kalu with us.
Kalu has been adopted by a loving family
and he is enjoying his new freedom.
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OVERVIEW OF
THE TREATMENT:

In 2014 Animal Nepal continued it's dog rescue program
through various mobile camps, CNVR camps, rescueing
the dogs and finding home for them. A total of 1677
dogs were treated this year.

EQUINE OUTREACH
Program 2014
In 2014 Animal Nepal continued
its Working Equine Outreach
Program through health camps
in brick factories, equine owners'
and handlers' workshops, and the
rescue of injured and abandoned
equines. A total of 1677 equine
treatment cases were recorded
this year.

2014 EQUINE OUTREACH PROGRAM

Figure 4- Treatment Overview of Equine Outreach Program 2014
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This year proved to be a major milestone for
Animal Nepal in the field of equine welfare. There
were some notable changes in the lives of working
animals at brick factories of Lalitpur. Among
them are the decrease in death rate among ‘brick
donkeys’ by 50% in the first quarter of 2014
compared to 2013. Other positive developments
were the increase in the use of horses and mules
compared to donkeys (respectively 35%, 42%
and 20%; 3% of equines are foals). As horses and
mules are at least eight times more expensive than
donkeys, they are better cared for. Equine owners
have started introducing carts or buggies, pulled
by strong horses and mules in brick factories with
a flat terrain. As a result of these developments,
the presence of saddle wounds has decreased
and the equines general condition improved.

2014 EQUINE OUTREACH PROGRAM

Table 4- Treatment Overview of Working Equine Outreach Program 2014
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S.N

CASES HANDLED

JAN

FEB

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG SEP

OCT NOV

DEC

TOTAL

1

Harness wound

6

7

16

3

1

1

4

1

0

3

1

0

43

2

Saddle wound

5

14

32

2

2

2

3

2

0

1

1

0

64

3

Hobbles wound

12

19

14

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

51

4

Hoof Problem

5

4

12

7

3

6

3

15

9

3

15

0

82

5

Hip dislocation

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

10

6

Leg lameness

5

5

16

4

2

2

5

1

2

5

0

0

47

7

Eye problems

6

5

15

4

2

2

3

1

1

1

3

0

43

8

Mixed infection

2

3

0

1

1

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

11

9

Pyrexia

14

2

12

6

3

2

5

2

2

0

3

0

51

10

Anaemic condition

4

5

12

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

11

Mineral deficiency

12

8

14

1

1

0

3

8

0

0

0

0

47

12

An urea condition

2

6

6

3

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

22

13

Diarrhoea

2

7

8

2

2

0

2

0

1

0

2

0

26

14

Colic

4

8

10

3

2

2

1

0

0

1

2

0

34

15

Respiratory

2

3

8

4

4

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

26

16

Circling movement

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

17

Dystocia condition

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

9

18

Dermatitis

0

1

2

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

5

19

Anal prolapse

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

11

20

Tetanus vaccine

58

273

141

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

472

21

Deworming

58

273

141

0

0

5

5

0

0

11

21

0

514

22

Emergency

6

10

5

2

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

28

23

Anaplasmosis

0

0

0

2

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

24

Strangle Suspicion

2

4

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

25

Maggot infection

3

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

0

1

2

0

15

26

Nasal Discharge

2

3

8

4

4

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

26

TOTAL

215

667

479

61

44

35

44

32

19

28

52

1

1677

Figure 5- Treatment Overview of Working Equine Outreach Program 2014 in each Quarter

Figure 5- Figurative distribution of the treatments in each quarter

2014 EQUINE OUTREACH PROGRAM
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Rescue the sick and abandoned
This year Animal Nepal rescued total 10 equines. The major rescue was from
Swet Bhairab brick factory, Bhaktapur. Seven severely sick and handicapped
donkeys were rescued and taken to our donkey sanctuary for treatment after
their owner abandoned them. Most common cases among them were blindness,
lameness and neurological problem. We were not able to save one donkey, who
suffered from partial blindness and multiple infections. However, the remaining
four donkeys now live in a healthy and green environment at our Badikhel donkey
sanctuary. Other 3 rescues were from Kathmandu, Satungal. All of them are
sponsored through individual sponsors from Animal Aid Abroad and are called by
their permanent names which they received through "Name a Donkey Auction".

2014 EQUINE OUTREACH PROGRAM
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OUR
SUCCESS

STORIES

MOX

2014 EQUINE OUTREACH PROGRAM

Three years old Mox was the victim of
a fight among equines at a Bhaktapur
brick factory and suffered from a bended
leg and multiple injuries. Animal Nepal’s
veterinarians provided the hard working
equine with medical treatments including
painkillers,
Vitamins
and
Neurobin
injections. Comfortable bedding was
provided to ensure his comfort. With regular
follow up treatment and hoof trimming Mox'
front leg slowly recovered but still suffered
from bended front legs. Dr Koirala and
Yadav decided it was time for electric laser
massage therapy. The treatment continued
for about four months. Mox then started to
show rapid improvement and changes in
his appearance. His body color changed
from red brown to black. Today Mox' legs
are completely recovered and the young
mule is enjoying a comfortable life with
other rescued ‘brick donkeys’ at the shelter.

26

HELLA
Hella is 8 years old beautiful pony rescued
from Bhaktapur Brick Factory. At the time
of her rescue she suffered from a severe
bacterial infection, saddle wounds and hoof
problems. The owner was not ready to keep
and treat her and we had no expectation that
she would make it if abandoned. Hella was
then taken to the Chobar Animal Shelter.
The first few days were worst for Hella.
She struggled to survive as our dedicated
team kept eyes on her 24/7. After a month
long medication Hella began to show
improvements. Her feeding and appearance
started getting better day by day. It's been
almost a year since we rescued her and now
Hella is fully recovered although she will
always have a slight walking problem. She
enjoys her new life with her few best friends
at our Donkey Sanctuary. She was named
'Hella' by Bert Plusquin after the name of his
partner through our Name a Donkey auction.

2014 FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
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Figure 6- Figurative overview of Financial report 2014
1.2%
6.3%
9.7%
82.71%

Overseas Grants
Local Donations
Sponsorship Donkeys
Bank Interest

Table 5- Financial Report 2014

Source

NRs

Overseas Grants
Local Donations
Sponsership
Donkeys
Bank Interest
Total

10225634
1204800
782748

Euro
@Nrs.125
81805
9638
6261

148822
1190
1,23,62,004 98894

Table 6- Expenditure Report 2014

Source
Chobar Animal Sactuary and Dog Outreach Program
Godavari Donkey Sanctuary and Equine Outreach Program
Ambulance
Salaries
Administration
Transportation
Construction
Total

Figure 7- Figurative overview of Expenditure 2014

NRs
1679680.00
2165182.00
140286.00
3009149.00
1176340.00
569240.00
147591.00
8887468.00

Euro (@ Nrs.125)
13437.440
17321.456
1122.288
24073.192
9410.72
4553.92
1180.728
71099.744
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HEAD OFFICE
Pramada Shah
PRESIDENT
Joined: April 2008
pramada00@yahoo.com
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Lucia de Vries
VOLUNTEER DIRECTOR
Joined: April 2003
animalnepallucia@gmail.com
Uttam Kafle
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Joined: December 2012
animalnepaluttam@gmail.com
Suraj Thapa Magar
Program Manager
Joined: December 2013
animalnepalsuraj@gmail.com
Chadani Lama
Communication Officer
Joined: June 2014
animalnepalchadani@gmail.com
Rupa Dali Shrestha
Accountant
Joined: December 2012
animalnepalrupa@gmail.com

CHOBAR ANIMAL
SHELTER

EQUINE OUTREACH
PROGRAM

Shankar Sapkota
SHELTER MANAGER
Joined: December 2012
animalnepalshankar@gmail.com

Dr. Atish Yadav
SHELTER MANAGER &
VETERINARIAN
Joined: December 2013
animalnepalattish@gmail.com

Dr. Sunil Shrestha
VETERINARIAN
Joined: December 2014
animalnepalsunil@gmail.com

Dr. Suman Khadka
VETERINARIAN
Joined: December 2014
animalnepalsunil@gmail.com

Santosh Gautam
VET TECHNICIAN
Joined: November 2010
animalnepalsantosh@gmail.com

Tara Budathoki
VET TECHNICIAN
Joined: December 2011

Ishwori Maharjan
CARE TAKER
Joined: July 2010

Hari Krishna Shrestha
VET TECHNICIAN
Joined: August 2012

Mohan Maharjan
CARE TAKER
Joined: September 2009

Santa Bahadur Shrestha
CARE TAKER
Joined: December 2011

Sangeeta Deula
CARE TAKER
Joined: December 2011

Masini Shrestha
CARE TAKER
Joined: October 2014

Ram Chandra Shrestha
DRIVER
Joined: October 2014
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Contact us:
Tel ++ 977 1 5538068
Mobile ++ 977 9841 334537
Email: animalnepal@gmail.com
Website: www.animalnepal.org
Mailing Address:
PO Box 23066, Kathmandu
Dobighat, Lalitpur District
Follow us:
https://www.facebook.com/animalnepal.org
https://twitter.com/AnimalNepal

WITH THANKS TO:

Dobighat, Lalitpur District, PO Box 23066, Kathmandu, ++ 977 1 5538068, ++ 977 9841 334537
www.animalnepal.org

